Attendance

Director of Finance  Madeline St. Onge
Vice-Chair  Andy Un
Integrated Science Rep  Vincent Li
Cognitive System Rep  Ariella Raff
General Officer  Nick Hsieh
General Officer  Jessica Cho
Member  Bill Huang
Member  Kristy Dever
Member  Felix Ma

Called to Order: 12:00 pm

Careers Night Grant Review:

Geography Students’ Association:

- That SUS Finance Committee approves $250 to Geography Students’ Association for the Careers Night grant
- Provides detailed purpose of event
- Aims to increase overall attendance of both students and alumni
- Thorough planning of round table networking
- Collaboration with GeoCare and UBC Development and Alumni Engagement
- Straightforward priorities and to-do list
- Mostly concerned with financial support
- Presents an overall sustainable budget

Moved: Madeline,

Approve – 8
Oppose – 0
Abstain – 0

Carries…
Student Initiative Grants:

Katie Tichauer

• That SUS Finance Committee approves $378 to Katie Tichauer for the Student Initiative grant
• Well explained statement of intent
• Provides details of competition
• Provides justified reason of the importance of this opportunity
• Reasonable budget
• States that recognition of SUS will be in presentation slides and company website

Moved: Madeline

Approve – 8
Oppose – 0
Abstain – 0

Carries...

Jason Tseng

• That SUS Finance Committee approves $378 to Jason Tseng for the Student Initiative grant
• Thoroughly explained purpose of team formation and nature of opportunity
• Provides scheduling details of the competition
• Justifies the importance of this opportunity and how it benefits the applicant
• Reasonable and sustainable budget
• States that recognition of SUS will be in presentation slides and company website

Moved: Madeline

Approve – 8
Oppose – 0
Abstain – 0

Carries...

Special Project Grants:
Microbiology and Immunology Student Association

- That SUS Finance Committee approves $500 to Microbiology and Immunology Student Association for the Special Project grant
- Proposal of event for honouring contribution of faculty throughout long term career
- Aims at an attendance of 200 including faculties, alumni and students
- Implements ticket sales to event and cash bar to offset high budget cost
- Also raising funds for student award towards exceptional community development
- Great opportunity for students to network with speakers and attending guests
- Very detailed planning schedule and budget details
- Event hosted by club with assistance from department staff
- Highly unlikely of project repetition due to one-time nature of the opportunity

Moved: Madeline

Approve – 8
Oppose – 0
Abstain – 0

Carries…

Professional Development Grants:

Hassan Bhatti

- That SUS Finance Committee approves $150 to Hassan Bhatti for the Professional Development grant
- Importance of opportunity clearly stated
- Past achievements indicates long term passion towards individual’s goals
- Demonstrated financial need for the grant and what will grant be used upon
- Budget very straightforward and easy to understand

Moved: Madeline

Approve – 8
Oppose – 0
Abstain – 0

Carries…

Meeting Adjourned: 12:34 pm